5 . V OR, DM E a nd ba sic proc e dure s
e . T he V OR H old (se e a lso Pha se 6 for de t a il on H old proc e dure s)
Aim

• To learn to fly a published VOR hold to the
required standard using an HSI and RMI

Airmanship

• Current charts, Instrument ground checks,
FREDA, S-I-D

Performance

• ½ scale deflection
• +/- 5kts, +/- 5O, +/- 100’

Air Exercise : Jersey JSY VOR/DME hold

1.Select and identify the JSY VOR 112.2 on NAV1.
Select the inbound holding track on the HSI (266O)
2.Identify the direct track to the JSY using the RMI
(or NAV2 and #2 CDI)
3.Select and identify the JSY DME 112.2
4.Track direct to the JSY
5.Identify which hold entry is required, in this case a
Direct Entry

9. Closing the VOR, maintain the drift corrected heading
10. Use the reversal of the HSI To/From flag as the indicator
of VOR passage – not the RMI needle or DME
The intercept and tracking technique is exactly the same as using a VOR enroute

6. Approaching the JSY, set the
heading bug to the Outbound heading
(086O) plus drift
7. Overhead the JSY, hold the heading
for 10 seconds to compensate for the
join angle, then turn Rate 1 onto the
heading bug

2.0
Approx
DME
reading

6. When abeam the JSY, the tail
of the RMI VOR needle will
i di t 176
indicate
7. Being the timing for the
outbound leg when abeam or
wings level, whichever is later

2.5

8. At the end of the timing,
turn at Rate 1 to intercept
the inbound track, using
the HSI CDI presentation

Wind
180/20

0.7

Tail indicates
116 radial

116 radial
the “gate”, 30 degs from
the Outbound track

146 radial
176 radial

If the 30 degree “gate”
gate is reached prior to the
timing expiring, turn to track along the gate

RMI ADF needle not illustrated
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